
Easy Puppy 



Primary Functionality:
1. Must make puppy accident clean up 

easier
2. Must easily dispose of pee pads
3. Eco-friendly, reusable?
4. Pee resistant 

Key Features:
*Name - Easy puppy

*Knowns - What variables are locked
● Elastic straps, pee pads, LUNA(my 

puppy haha)

*Unknowns - What variables have not been 
determined
● Eco-friendly materials? attachment 

method, 

1. Name: Pee pad
Knowns: must have a pee pad
Unknowns: eco-friendlier material

2. Name: Easy cleanup - straps
Knowns: elastic? 

Unknowns: attachment method to the mat

3. Name: Mat pad
Knowns: it must be larger than the pee pad, 
reusable/water-resistant material

Unknowns: material? the exact size
---> candle wax/beeswax may be used to make water-resistant?

Constraints:
- Size: must be larger than the puppy pee pad
- Weight: must be strong enough to hold puppy waste
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The thin string attached to the 
fabric will be an important aspect 
of the easy puppy

Full frame photo 
of the fabric 
piece of the 
invention 



Overview :
● The easy puppy will be a lifesaver in having an easy clean up for your 

puppy(s)waste 
● The fabric will be multiple use(different sizes)

Pros : 
● Easy way to dispose of waste 
● Great potty training system 
● Multiple sizes 
● Eco friendly

Cons ; 
● The puppy may have it’s accidents and not make onto the basic pad and 

instead go on the fabric piece 
● The stings may have the pup confused and would want to play, that being said 

it may be dragged around by the pup



Overall, Easy Puppy will be a good place and a convenient 
(easier) way to help you train new family members. Like this 
project, it makes this mini invention very useful for new pet 
owners and future pets. If I can change the end product, when 
I see the end result, I will only change a few small things here 
and there. Using my new pup(luna)as a small test subject the 
end product was very successful, she was confused at first 
when praising her but did a very good job 



Easy Puppy
(and original idea by alexa pelayo)



 Design 
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My  first and final design, I kept this idea going instead 
of trying to see what else I could improve on
Once i make the design i stick to the original idea
By making this would have it be 100x better to clean up 
your new pups bathroom spot. I recently got a new dog 
and creating this idea and making it come to life would 
be a total life saver.

{ key features are the small ropes on the corners of the 
pad to make it an easy way to dispose the waste}



 Build 
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My building process was a bit weird, at 
first I did not know where to start despite 
the planning from the beginning, once I 
kept staring at the floor with my stuff I 
was going crazy with thoughts on how I 
should start. Soon a few min pass by and I 
figure out how the things should be placed 
out.
Took the small steps first and  picked the 
right fabric(two old pillow cases)place 
them down and place the materials down 
before glueing.
What surprised me was how useful old 
pillow cases can be and as well as having it 
be the perfect size 



 Evaluation 

Easy puppy is a very helpful tool for a family who 
is bringing home a new member, this product 
helps prevent a huge mess while you are potty 
training your pup.
I liked that this project will make this mini 
invention very useful for new pet owners and 
more to come. If i could change my final product I 
would change only some small things here and 
there while looking at the final outcome.
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Test 
subject
(luna)



Thank You :) 
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